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Abstract6

Due to their decoupling and scalability properties, multicast technologies are widely adopted in all7

the software projects aiming at integrating off-the-shelf systems, in order to compose large-scale complex8

infrastructures. This also holds within the context of mission critical systems, where strong requirements9

for reliable and timely data sharing are imposed. In the current literature, reliable multicast is always10

achieved at the expenses of violations of the temporal constraints, since retransmissions are used to recover11

lost messages. When timeliness requirements assume the same importance as the reliability ones, the12

techniques based on spatial redundancy, such as forward error correction, are preferable. However, such13

coding techniques are scarcely adopted within multicast services due to the difficulties related to the optimal14

tuning of the introduced redundancy. In this paper, we present a solution applying a proper coding scheme15

that jointly achieves reliability and timeliness in all those scenarios involving tree-based multicasting over16

the Internet. Such a solution employs game theory in order to select the best locations within the multicast17

tree where coding operations have to be performed. We prove the quality of this solution by using a series18

of simulations running on OMNET++, that compare the achievable quality with respect to the optimal19

solution of the underlying optimization problem.20

Keywords: Application Level Multicast, Forward Error Correction, Message Loss Tolerance, Game21

Theory.22

1. Introduction23

Due to security and availability concerns, critical systems rely on traditional architectural solutions based24

on a monolithic, “close world”, perspective, i.e., several computing nodes are interconnected by a dedicated25

network with limited or no connectivity to the outside world. This causes large-scale critical infrastructures,26

e.g., telecommunication, water supply, electric grid or transportation systems, to be fragmented in several27

sub-systems, each focused on controlling only a certain portion of the whole infrastructure, but completely28

blind on what happens into the other portions. However, this lack of cooperation implies a non-optimal29

control of these large-scale critical systems. In fact, the decisions taken by a certain portion also have a30

negative impact on other ones, since there are dependancies among the different portions of the infrastructure31

that should orchestrate their decisions in order to have an optimal control.32

A practical example is represented by the current Air Traffic Management (ATM) framework in the33

European Union (EU), which is organized as a composition of several systems called Area Control Centers34

(ACCs), spanning across the EU members. All the ACCs in a given country are managed by a civil aviation35

authority, which handles all the technical aspects for the underlying ACCs. ACCs in different countries36
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